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Introduction
› Informal relations at work, why care?

 Embeddedness for cooperation: reciprocity, peer 
sanctioning, in-group favouritism (Portes, 1998; Putnam, 2000; 

Nowak, 2006; Efferson et al., 2008; Baldassarri, 2015).

 Tight expressive ties as the breeding ground of rebellion, 
rogue practices,… (Kapferer, 1972; Zaloznaya, 2017) or to 
demobilise efforts from collective endeavours towards 
pairwise collaborations (Flache, 1996).
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Introduction
› Is there any pattern in these relations?

› For the creation of these ties, importance of:
 Personal attributes, e.g. homophily (McPherson et al., 2001).

 Relational dimensions, e.g. popularity, transitivity.

 Structural characteristics, e.g. distance, sharing contexts.

See: Van de Bunt et al., 2005; Mollenhorst et al., 2011; Agneessens & Wittek, 2012; 
Ellwardt et al., 2012; Labun et al., 2016.
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Introduction
› Twist in focus:

 … from creation to sustainability.

› Say you have a good work atmosphere… 
 Something that helps preserve it?

 Something prone to distort it?
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Introduction
› How about reputation?

 Paramount in strategic decision making, e.g. partner-
choice (Molleman et al., 2013; Diekmann et al., 2014; Feinberg et al., 2014).

 Importance of others’ experience in person perception 
(Moskowitz, 2005; Smith & Collins, 2009; Cone et al., 2019).

› Research question: Does reputation about others influence 
the evolution of informal relations at work? 

› I.e. who befriends whom, or stays friends with whom.
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Theory & hypotheses
› Reputation: a piece of information about the quality 

or likely behaviour of an individual that is not based 
on one’s direct experience (Sasaki et al., 2017).

› In most of the literature, an image-score (Nowak & 

Sigmund, 1998; Wedekind & Milinski, 2000; Ohtsuki & Iwasa, 2004).

› In workplaces, reputation stems from the 
stories/comments we tell to one another (Burt, 2008)         

… and in gossip transmission, various factors can 
moderate any reputation effect:
 To whom one is connected to (Grosser et al., 2010; Shaw et al., 2010).

 Failures in transmission (Leimar & Hammerstein, 2001).

 Deliberate manipulations (Seki & Nakamaru, 2016; Giardini et al., 2019).
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Theory & hypotheses
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Theory & hypotheses
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Data, measures & method
› DATA

 3 units of a Dutch childcare organisation.

 Panel data (2 observations, 6 months difference).

 Employee data and sociometric data.

› MEASURES

 Friendship: strength of social relation [dichotomised].

 Gossip-heard [weighted matrices].

 Control variables.

› METHOD

 Stochastic Actor-Oriented Modelling (Snijders et al, 2010; 

Snijders, 2017; Ripley et al., 2019).
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Data, measures & method
› MODEL SPECIFICATION
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Results
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Results

› In sum
 Receiving positive reputation about a certain colleague 

predicts a later friendship nomination to that colleague 
(H1a✔). 

 Receiving negative reputation about a certain colleague 
has no effect on later friendship nominations (H1b✘).

 Neither evidence for the primacy of negative information 
(H2✘) nor the social reinforcement effect (H3a-H3b✘).

 Borderline support for the saturation: the more people 
you received reputation about, the lower the effect of 
receiving positive reputation (H4✔).

Are these newly created nominations?
Or they already existed in t1
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Results

 Positive reputation
predicts friendship
endurance from t1 to
t2 in Unit B.

 In Unit C, however, it
predicts friendship
creation.

 In both friendship
endurance and
friendship creation, 
evidence of 
saturation.
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Brief conclusion

› Positive reputation may fuel both friendship-
creation and friendship-endurance

 … power of positive reputation underrated?

› Reputation adds an important dimension to the 
dynamics of interpersonal relations…

 … however, in an unexpected way: through 
positive, not negative information.

› Is the power of negative reputation overrated?
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Thank you!

› Questions?

j.l.estevez.navarro@rug.nl

mailto:j.l.estevez.navarro@rug.nl
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Extra materials
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Extra materials
› Weakness:

 In our data, no information about:

- The content itself (reputation concerning core traits 
could be more fundamental)

- The context: in workplace settings certain type of 
information may be more telling/useful; similarly, some 
contexts may motivate making a good decision

- No control interplay reputation/direct experience

› Avenues for future research:
 Differences in a zero acquaintance situation?

 Which traits are more likely to impact friendship dynamics? A 
halo effect?


